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**Articles**


Dray-Novey, Alison J. “The Twilight of the Beijing Gendarmerie, 1900–1924.” *Modern China* 33, no. 3 (2007), pp. 349–376.


Lu, Miaw-fen. “Religious Dimensions of Filial Piety as Developed in Late Ming Interpretations of the *Xiaojing*.” *Late Imperial China* 27, no. 2 (2006), pp. 1–37.


**Ph.D. Dissertations**


Weng, Hekai. “*Liberal Nationalism*” in Modern China: Zhang Junmai’s Thoughts on Nation-Building. Ph.D.-diss., Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, 2006.


**Online Resources and Exhibitions**


Cultural Relations Between China and the West (1245–2000): A Biographic and Bibliographic Database. East Asia Institute, University of Zurich. Online at: http://idoasdb.unizh.ch/oas/.


